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1:87 SCALE 
1963 CHEVROLET
CORVAIR COUPÉ

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 240

NEWFord Capri Mk1 - 
Maize Yellow
                          SCALE        PRICE
76CP001   1:76    £6.25

Happy new year!Happy new year!Happy new year!

NEW
Tooling!

Ford Capri Mk1 - Maize Yellow
New tooling brings the original Ford Capri MkI into the

Oxford series of classic cars, where it joins the high spec

MkIII of the late 1970s, already enjoying popularity in our

1:76 scale range.

In real life, the Capri MkI was manufactured by Ford

Europe and designed by the company’s American designer

Philip T Clark who had also been involved in the famous

American Mustang.  The Capri was introduced in 1968

classed as a mid-size sports car/fastback coupé and came

with 4-speed manual gearbox.  With its sleek lines, the

two door car was an instant success and as intended by 

Ford, it was also affordable by a great many ordinary

motorists, including many lady drivers!  Assembled at the

Halewood plant in the UK, production lasted until 1973,

when it was superseded by the MkII.

Registered HLP 755K from 1971-72, our model is

decorated in one of the most popular colour schemes of

the day, bright yellow with black vinyl roof.  he interior is

black and external trim is mostly silver.  The racy image is

further accentuated by the black lines along the waist of

the car before following the line of the rear wheel arches.

Authentic wheel trim in black and silver and the black and

chrome radiator grille complete the picture.  
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1:76 SCALE
Jensen 541R - Metallic Royal Blue
Built by Jensen between 1957 and 1960 and designed by

Eric Neale, the Jenson 541R was classed as a

closed, two-door, four-seater GT class

car which came with a 4.0L Austin 16

engine and a 4-speed manual gearbox.

The original prototype was unveiled as

early as 1953 at the London Motor

Show with an aluminium body but upon

production, this was superseded by glass fibre.

Being more lightweight, it achieved 125 mph on test and

as a result became a motoring sensation.

For its latest outing our 541R is decorated in a glorious

shade of metallic blue, complemented by masses of silver

trim and registered 222 BPL.  The Jensen badge sits on

the front of the bonnet and again across the centre of the

boot while the 541R marque is integrated into a chrome

circle in the radiator grille.  The 541R represents a small

but nonetheless worthy part of UK motoring history.

Reliant Scimitar GTE - Tudor Green Metallic
The British car manufacturer Reliant produced

one of the most iconic cars of the late

1960s and early 1970s, the Scimitar GTE

SE5 and further tuned SE5A.  Designed

by Tom Karen of Ogle Design, the

Scimitar GTE SE5 comprised a two

door shooting brake which had been

given a complete overhaul over its predecessors.

Speed, performance and appearance became the order of

the day and it was an instant success.  Selling at just over

£1700, even Princess Anne had one! 

Here we see our 1:76 version registered FOE 128L from

1972/73 during its heyday. Our Scimitar GTE SE5 is

decorated in a metallic green colour scheme with mid tan

seats and rear shelf with a light brown dashboard.

External trim is silver including the bumpers, radiator,

wheels and the Scimitar badge on the bonnet. The

silver finish also extends to the GTE Overdrive Scimitar

lettering on the rear offside section of the boot, above

the light cluster.  The Scimitar SE5/SE5a ceased

production in 1975 when it was succeeded by an even

more high end model, the SE6.

VW T4 Westfalia Camper - Caribbean Green
Oxford’s versatile VW T4 Van tooling sees

another release on the T4 Westfalia Camper

version, appearing this time in a highly

visible turquoise green, and registered

H145 NRU from 1990, its first

year of production.  The Westfalia

campers came out of VW’s

commercial vehicle department,

specifically their contractor

Westfalia-Werke.  Our model is

the pre-facelift version featuring

the shorter nose/front end which was

subsequently re-shaped in 1996.

This release comes with a left hand drive configuration.

The interior is finished in grey with a black steering

wheel.  In addition to having a cult following of British 

campers, especially families who value its endless luggage

capacity, the T4 was highly popular in the USA, where it

was known as the Eurovan.

NEWJensen 541R - Metallic
Royal Blue
                            SCALE       PRICE
76JEN005  1:76   £5.95

NEWVW T4 Westfalia Camper -
Caribbean Green
                              SCALE       PRICE
76T4003      1:76   £6.45

NEWReliant Scimitar GTE -
Tudor Green Metallic
                            SCALE       PRICE
76RS005     1:76   £5.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Range Rover Velar SE - Silicon Silver
Only the third 1:76 scale release of the Range Rover Velar

SE, following a bright red and then a white version, we

have chosen another authentic livery in a steely silver

colour scheme with gloss black roof, registered YS67 MZF

from the second half of 2017.  Its imposing exterior

features extensive black trim right down to the black

bespoke wheels.  The interior is also moulded in black,

rounding off a vehicle with attitude!  

In real life, the luxurious Velar SE comprised the latest

Range Rover to emerge from the Solihull plant.  It was

designed by Gerry McGovern and launched in the spring

of 2017.  Categorised as a compact luxury crossover SLV,

it joined the ranks of the XE, XF, Pace and F Jaguar, with

which it shares common components.  With a price tag of

£65K for the top spec, the choice for the affluent

purchaser includes nine engine options ranging from a

2.0L Turbo Diesel to the 5.0L Supercharged V8 with a top

speed of 135 mph.  Other options include petrol or diesel

fuel offering consumption from 37 mpg.  You never think

what might be under the bonnet, do you?

NEWRange Rover Velar SE -
Silicon Silver
                            SCALE       PRICE
76VEL003   1:76   £6.45

Ford Capri MkIII - Strato Silver 
                                        SCALE       PRICE
76CAP001          1:76   £5.95

VW Beetle - Ruby Red 
                             SCALE       PRICE
76VWB002  1:76   £5.75

BMW Isetta - Signal Red
                             SCALE       PRICE
76IS001      1:76   £5.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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1:76 SCALE

Ford Transit Mk5 SWB with Low Roof - National Grid
One of the several tooling variations on Oxford’s 1:76

scale Mk5 Ford Transit includes the short wheelbase

low roof version.  It makes its latest appearance in

the colourful National Grid livery of white with

lime green, red and blue diagonal graphics

incorporating the National Grid name, 

which also appears on the front of the 

vehicle beneath the wide windscreen.

Registered BN62 NFZ, the rear of the van

carries all the graphics, from contact details

to advice notices including the website.  

This is a good one to add to your fleet of national utilities

vehicles, a line-up representing the energy companies that

power the nation!

Whitby Mondial Ice Cream Van - Piccadilly Whip
This cheerful blue and cream ice cream van is now

joining the 1:76 scale series.  The capital’s Whitby

Mondial Ice Cream van is promoting its particular

speciality Piccadilly Whip and boasts serving the

people of London since 1963.  Registered

DK14 ADE, its bright two tone paintwork

also features colourful graphics detailing

its irresistible delights.  Replica ice

cream cones feature on each side of

the elevated front roof section, while

Oxford’s finite attention to detail to

the interior includes a silver ice

cream maker and blue finish to the ice

cream fridge top.  Ice cream is delicious at any

time of the year and who can resist those familiar chimes

heralding the van’s arrival on a street corner near you!

VW T1 Samba Bus with Surfboards - 
Turquoise/Blue White
The VW T1 Samba Bus is a variation on the first

generation VW T1 van, which in real life made its

appearance in 1951.  The Samba Bus was considered

at the luxury end of the range when improved

features included two pivot doors at the side and a

fabric sunroof.  A mass of windows also gave it a

light and airy feel.  The Samba came with two-

tone bodywork separated by a decorative strip.

Our 1:76 scale model shows off much of the

detail of the real thing, making its fifth

appearance in a  refreshing turquoise and blue-

white two tone-colour scheme with a cream roof

panel, enhanced by highly decorative surfboards on the

roof secured by a chrome roof rack.  The interior of the

bus is also cream including the steering wheel and the

dashboard.  The wheel surrounds echo the turquoise

body colour with chrome wheel centres, while the

bumpers have a white

finish.  The model is

registered GCG 597 from the 1950s period.

NEWWhitby Mondial Ice Cream
Van - Piccadilly Whip
                                SCALE        PRICE
76WM007     1:76   £6.95

NEWFord Transit Mk5 SWB with
Low Roof - National Grid
                                SCALE        PRICE
76FT035        1:76   £6.45

NEW
VW T1 Samba Bus 
with Surfboards -
Turquoise/Blue White
                             SCALE      PRICE
76VWS005  1:76  £6.75
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MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWDuple Commander II -
Neath & Cardiff
                          SCALE        PRICE
76DC003   1:76   £19.95

Duple Commander II - Neath & Cardiff
Launched in Issue 233, the 1:76 scale Duple Commander

Mk II single deck coach represents the great contribution

the Duple Coachbuilders company had made to the

industry and their association with all the great names in

British coach and bus designs, alongside equally famous

chassis producers from the public transport industry.

The series has so far included Southdown Motor Services

and then travelling further along the south coast to

Devon, Grey Cars have been immortalised on the Duple

Commander.  Now it’s on to Wales and the turn of the

Neath & Cardiff luxury coach company to join the

fleet with their distinctive brown and red colour

scheme.  Our single deck coach is registered HTG

620D from 1966 and its destination board

beneath the windscreen indicates it is on Tour.

The company’s contact address in Briton Ferry

is printed in gold across the back of the coach

while the roofline features all the towns

between Swansea and Cardiff also printed in gold.  The

gold and black N & C Luxury Coach crest appears on the

sides beneath the windows.  The bright red wheels are

also given a spark of extra colour with the bright blue

AEC Badge on the centre boss.  Internally, the seating is a

dark red with contrasting beige floor, grey dashboard and

black steering wheel. 

It’s good to see the geographical spread of the Duple

crossing the Severn Bridge into Wales - and now it’s a

toll-free ride, although given the pre-bridge era of the

coach, it probably had to go the long way round.

Land Rover FC Ambulance - 24 Field
Ambulance, Bosnia
Oxford’s Land Rover FC (Forward Control)

vehicle has appeared previously in various military

guises including as an ambulance and here it makes

another 1:76 scale appearance in

that role, as it served in Bosnia as 

a 24 Field Ambulance.  Registered 

as military vehicle 72 GJ 00, it is

decorated completely in white with silver external trim

and the Red Cross identity printed in red on all sides,

including the roof.  The roof carries a blue beacon and

note that the back is solid, rather than ‘canvas’.  

The interior is black and this model appears as a RHD

(right hand drive) version. 

NEWLand Rover FC Ambulance -
24 Field Ambulance, Bosnia
                                SCALE        PRICE
76LRFCA003  1:76   £10.95

VW Minibus/Surfboards
Flower Power
                          SCALE      PRICE
76VW017  1:76  £6.45
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N SCALE

Ford Transit Mk5 - Royal Mail
You’ve already been treated to this long wheel base high

roof Mk 5 Ford in Royal Mail livery in 1:76 scale and

being a favourite amongst collectors, we’re pleased to be

adding it to the 1:148 series of small commercials too.  

The vehicle is particularly special as it represents Royal

Mail’s introduction in real life of an ‘electric’ conversion of

the standard Ford Transit TDCi 100T 350.  One of the

Smith electric vehicle conversions - note their name

printed on the radiator grille and on the offside back

door - this unique mail van is powered by an electric 400

CF Edison battery.  Its Electric Vehicle status is printed in

white on both sides beneath the Royal cipher.  With a

2007 registration plate - YN07 EKH - and decorated in

the signature bright red paint scheme with black interior,

other modern graphics include the 08457 telephone

number and website address across the back doors with

the website address repeated under the Royal cipher on

the side doors.  Well done, Royal Mail for helping to cut

carbon emissions and still delivering the masses of mail,

especially over the recent festive season!

Morris Minor Saloon - Clipper Blue
The quintessential British Morris Minor makes its latest

1:148 scale appearance in one of its signature colours -

a rich blue with mid blue interior. Registered NWL

426, our two-door model features flashy white wheels

with silver centres.  Much of the external trim is

finished in contrasting black but the Minor 1000

‘signature’ printed in silver on the side of the bonnet 

and across the boot adds a final flourish.   

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWMorris Minor Saloon -
Clipper Blue
                              SCALE        PRICE
NMOS006   1:148  £4.65

NEWFord Transit Mk5 - 
Royal Mail
                      SCALE        PRICE
NFT024  1:148  £5.55

Bristol MW6G - Royal Blue
                             SCALE       PRICE
NMW6001  1:148  £8.95

VW Beetle
                            SCALE       PRICE
NVWB001  1:148  £4.65 Shelvoke & Drewry

Freightliner - British Rail
                            SCALE       PRICE
NSDF001   1:148  £8.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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1:76 SCALE

Scania Topline Nooteboom Low Loader - 
Smiths Heavy Haulage, Bridgend
Smiths Heavy Haulage is a division of Smiths Mechanical

Services based in Bridgend in South Wales, conveniently

placed on the M4 Corridor.  Created by the company’s

Simon Griffiths, who saw an opportunity to expand the

firm’s low loader transport availability, the heavy haulage

arm has really taken off and no job is beyond them, with

the capability for transporting gargantuan loads across the

UK and beyond, with their predominantly Scania fleet

being utilised to best advantage.

The 1:76 scale Oxford model of their Scania Topline Low

Loader is registered CN66 DKK, representing the real

truck which features in glorious technicolour promoting

their capabilities on their website, where it has an

extraordinary load on board.  The detail is all in the

tractor unit and the Smiths eye-catching red, black and

white corporate colour scheme is caught admirably.  

With a black interior, additional external extras include

six rectangular roof mounted spotlights above the

windscreen as well as two chrome roof mounted air

horns - just in case you did not see it coming up behind

you!  The long low loader is decorated in red and orange

including a red flatbed section.  The result is a very

imposing model in the livery of a company undoubtedly

destined for great things in the haulage world. 

Volvo FH Boniface Recovery Truck -
Manchetts
Manchetts is a family-run business

operating from Burwell in

Cambridgeshire, which promotes

itself as offering a service for

‘Everything Automotive’.  

For the purposes of this highly

detailed 1:76 scale model, this

also includes vehicle assistance

and recovery by one of the

company’s 50 tracked vehicles

who can be with you in record

time.  State of the art

technology also aids the

operation throughout

Manchett’s wide field of activity.  

The highly detailed bright yellow and green

colour scheme on the Volvo FH Boniface Recovery

Vehicle would be a welcome sight for any stranded

motorist on the Cambridgeshire roads.  The graphics also

include the Manchett telephone number, emphasising their

24 hour service.  Registered FH02 TOW, added extras to

note on this detailed vehicle include a lightbar on the

winch moulded in tinted orange; a grille mounted lightbar

with blue tinted spotlights; and a roof mounted lightbar

with four blue tinted spotlights. 

It’s been a while since we’ve seen a new Volvo FH

Boniface Recovery vehicle in the Oxford series but this

release certainly makes up for it!

NEWScania Topline Nooteboom Low Loader -
Smiths Heavy Haulage, Bridgend
                                                             SCALE       PRICE
76SCA05LL                       1:76  £23.95

NEWVolvo FH Boniface Recovery
Truck - Manchetts
                                SCALE        PRICE
76VOL08REC  1:76  £23.95
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AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1957 Cadillac Eldorado Brougham - Ebony
The Cadillac Eldorado was manufactured in the USA

between 1952 and 2002 across 12 generations of the

marque.  Our newly tooled 1:87 scale model is from the

third era of the Eldorado Brougham spanning the short

period between 1957 and 1958, when it was produced

with a distinctive body shell and rear wheel drive.  

With four doors, it featured low downswept bumpers,

elaborate tail fins with a steel ‘beauty panel’ section that

ran from the rear wheel arches and moulded into the

rear bumpers.  Even the top edges of the tail fins are

finished in chrome.  The front bumper came in three

sections.  It was also the most expensive of all the

Cadillac models at that time.  Available as both a

convertible and as a closed top, our Eldorado makes its

first Oxford appearance with a closed top.

Our launch model is decorated in black with silver roof

and beige interior and the detailing takes in all the

elaborate bodywork of the real car, culminating in the

whitewall tyres with red centres.  Our example was

registered in Michigan GS-8757 Water Wonderland.

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

NEW1957 Cadillac Eldorado
Brougham - Ebony
                              SCALE      PRICE
87CE57001  1:87  £6.95

NEW1950 Chevrolet Panel Van -
Ambulance
                              SCALE      PRICE
87CV50001  1:87  £6.95

1950 Chevrolet Panel Van - Ambulance
A newly tooled American panel van (delivery van this 

side of the Atlantic) from the 1950s makes its debut as

adapted for use as an ambulance.  It looks the part with

its bulbous shape of the period when panel vans were

usually built on passenger car chassis and would have 

had only one row of seats for the driver and a passenger

sat alongside.

The two-door vehicle here is decorated in white with a

lower section masked red, out of which a white cross

features on the doors.  The side rear windows have been

silvered and the two rear doors also have small windows.

Note the chrome wheels with red centres and whitewall

tyres, too.  To complete the look, a red emergency beacon

has been added to the roof, the Chevrolet badge sits on

the front of the bonnet and along the sides of the bonnet

above the front wheel the Chevrolet 1300 marque is

printed in silver.  Our Chevrolet Ambulance is registered

747. RW Ohio in 1950.
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NEW
Tooling!

AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

1954 Pontiac Chieftain 4-door - 
Mayfair Blue/San Marino Blue
It was not until 1949 that Pontiac (General Motors)

recovered sufficiently after World War II to introduce

new automobiles.  The Pontiac Chieftain, a 4 door sedan

was one of these.  Manufactured until 1958 in Michigan

and various other assembly plants across the USA, we

have chosen to model the 1954 version of the Chieftain

which falls into the first generation of the marque and

was  very similar in size, components and engine size to

its slightly larger sister the Pontiac Streamline.  It came

with four model variants too - sedan, sedan coupé,

business coupé and de luxe convertible coupé.  There

were also different engine sizes as well as a choice of 3

speed manual or 4 speed automatic transmission.  

Our 1:87 scale newly tooled version comes as the four-

door sedan from 1954 and looks most attractive in its

pale and dark blue colour scheme with a pale brown

interior.  The wealth of silver trim includes an unusual

five-band silver row that extends from the front to the

back of the bonnet.  Additional features comprise silver

bumpers, badging and windscreen wipers.  Our Chieftain

is registered 510- 719 in Jefferson, Kentucky in 1954. 

1954 was an innovative year for the Pontiac Chieftain

when it was upgraded to a level of contemporary

opulence.  It now featured air conditioning with in-dash

control (an optional extra), adjustable front seat,  ‘power

lift’ front windows, the windscreen was now one piece

and the slightly longer body now featured sleeker lines.  

A final addition was the introduction of power brakes. 

NEW
Tooling!

NEW1954 Pontiac Chieftain 4-door -
Mayfair Blue/San Marino Blue
                                          SCALE      PRICE
87PC54001          1:87  £6.95

NEW1963 Chevrolet Corvair
Coupé - Satin Silver
                              SCALE      PRICE
87CH63001  1:87  £6.95

1963 Chevrolet Corvair Coupé - Satin Silver
Another newly tooled American Classic from the 1960s

also makes its debut into the 1:87 series, namely the

Chevrolet Corvair Coupé. Manufactured by Chevrolet

(General Motors) over two distinct eras, our two-door

coupé belongs to the first generation produced between

1960 and 1964.  Classed as a compact car, the Corvair

has remained the only mass produced American car to

feature a rear mounted air cooled flat six engine.

To introduce the Chevrolet Corvair into the range, we’ve

chosen a delicate satin silver colour scheme with mid

blue interior.  Silver external trim, including the Chevrolet

badge located on the centre edge of the boot and

whitewall tyres add a final touch to a pretty little vehicle

which is registered H2.096 NY Empire State. 
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

Beechcraft Expeditor - 51244 US Navy, NAS Miramar
The Beechcraft Model 18 was manufactured by the

American Beech Aircraft Corporation based in Wichita,

Kansas between 1937 and 1969, during which time over

9000 were made.  Built to carry between 6 and 11

passengers, it was essentially an American trainer and

utility aircraft which was used extensively by the US

Armed Forces, including the US Navy, as seen here.  

The civilian aircraft was turned to military use as the C-

45 Expeditor with the US Army Air Corps in 1939 and

our 1:72 scale model is as deployed by the Naval Air

Station, Miramar in San Diego, California.

It is brightly decorated in Day-glo orange and white with

US Navy and identity numbering printed in black.  

A stylised Stars and Stripes is printed on the wings and

the rear fuselage.  Our model also features added extras

including retracted main wheels, a retracted tail wheel

and a DF loop housing.  Additional colour sees a green

cockpit, black anti-glare panels, engine nacelles, propeller

blades, wing leading edges and undercarriage legs.  

The Beechcraft was one of the most widely used light

aircraft of its time, its versatility making it a favourite for

both military and civilian use worldwide.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWBeechcraft Expeditor - 
51244 US Navy, NAS Miramar
                                  SCALE        PRICE
72BE003         1:72  £35.95
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

Boulton Paul Defiant MkI, 
151 Squadron, RAF Wittering, February 1941
Manufactured by the British company Boulton Paul

Aircraft, the Defiant was designed by John Dudley North.

Built as a two-seat fighter, night fighter and subsequently

as a trainer and also in an air sea rescue role, just over

1000 were built and used by the RAF, as well as the Air

Forces of Canada, Australia and Poland.  Entering service

in December 1939, the ‘Daffy’ had been designed as a

turret fighter with no forward gun firing capability.  

This put it at a serious disadvantage against the enemy

aircraft, particularly the Messerschmitt.  However, it saw

greater success as a night fighter and it is in this capacity

that our replica is based.  

151 Squadron RAF started World War II as a day-fighter

squadron but in November 1940 turned its activity to

piloting night-fighters, the Boulton Paul Defiant being one,

which the squadron operated alongside the Hurricane.

The Boulton Paul Defiant was only deployed with 151

Squadron for a short time into 1941, following which it

turned exclusively to flying the Mosquito.

Our aircraft is decorated in black with humorous and

colourful ‘shark toothed’ nose art.  Numbered N3328

DZ-Z, the cockpit is moulded in dark green behind which

the rear facing gun turret is finished in black.  The RAF

roundel with a bright yellow surround features on the

fuselage with red, white and blue markings on the tailfin.

The RAF logo in red and blue also appears on the upper

wing surfaces. 

Gloster Meteor F3 5897M, RAF Hednesford, Staffs
The Gloster Meteor was the first British jet and the

Allies’ first operational jet fighter during WWII, entering

service with the RAF in July 1944 and only retired in

1955.  The F3 variant was introduced in 1945.  Built for a

crew of one, it was powered by 2 Rolls-Royce Derwent

engines, thanks to Sir Frank Whittle’s innovative if not

revolutionary design capabilities.  The Meteor had a top

speed at 10,000 ft of 600 mph, a ceiling of 43,000 ft and a

range of 600 miles.  Its armaments could include guns,

bombs or rockets.

Our Gloster Meteor F3 5897M is modelled on the

aircraft used as a training aircraft post-war by the RAF

Recruit Training section and based at RAF Hednesford.  

It is decorated in silver with red nose cone and black

cockpit.  The RAF roundel appears on the upper and

lower wings and on the rear fuselage. 

Of the 3947 built, five fully airworthy Gloster Meteors

survive today although there are many in museums across

the world.

NEW
Boulton Paul Defiant 
Mk I, 151 Squadron, RAF
Wittering, February 1941
                            SCALE       PRICE
AC094         1:72  £15.95

NEWGloster Meteor F3 5897M,
RAF Hednesford, Staffs
                                SCALE        PRICE
AC095            1:72   £19.95
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AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95 

AR152 AR151 AR150AR153AR154AR155AR156

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TeL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

NEW SET!

NEW SET! OR763TO005B  1:76 - £72.95
MK3A TSO ScotRail Livery No 12014 and 12030 Twin Pack

OR76BOOM01XS  1:76 - £289.95
WWI Boche Buster - Camouflage 

and ROD2330 DCC Sound

AR149 AR148 AR147 AR146 AR145 AR144 AR143
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